
Investing in African private equity funds is not a new 
phenomenon: development finance institutions (DFIs), such 
as UK based CDC Group, have been doing it for decades. 
However, institutional investors are finally recognising the 
opportunities that the continent affords.  As a result, some 
managers (for example, Helios Investment Partners and The 
Abraaj Group) are now raising significant African-focused funds 
in the region of $1bn.  Below, we consider a few issues likely to 
concern managers and investors when making an investment in 
an African-focused private equity fund:

�� Environment, social and governance (ESG) 
considerations and business integrity: in contrast to 
many European or US managers, African managers have 
grown up with robust, well-documented ESG policies 
that are central to the way in which the fund and portfolio 
companies are operated.  Therefore, concerns about ESG 
and integrity issues in African funds may be misplaced by 
investors.  However, managers must ensure that their ESG 
and business integrity procedures can be implemented in 
practice.  For example, some European and US standards 
are not recognised in African jurisdictions which will 
hamper the investment strategy if deals are all supposed 
to conform to such standards. 

�� Political risk: inevitably, investors will be concerned 
about the perceived political fragility of some of the target 
regions.  Managers can address this in a number of ways.  
They may ignore deals in any companies that are heavily 
regulated or otherwise linked to the government; and 
investment policies tend to be broad and cover a range of 
sectors and geographies to avoid over-concentration. 

�� Investment policy: in order to manage over-exposure to 
a risky jurisdiction and over-concentration, investors may 
want to invest in an African fund with a broad investment 
policy. However, a broad investment policy often leads to 
investors requesting additional investment restrictions and 
excuse rights to deal with investments prohibited by their 
own investment mandate.  It is not uncommon to have 
lengthy discussions with managers about how to balance 
these restrictions with making profitable investments and 
the need for flexibility.  

�� DFIs versus institutional investors: as demand for 
African funds increases amongst institutional investors, the 
role of the DFIs, especially in the larger funds, is arguably 
diminishing.   In the future we might expect to see DFIs 
focusing on investing in smaller or first-time managers, 
with the institutional investors concentrating on managers 
with a proven track record.  

�� Establishing a new manager relationship: “due 
diligence and more due diligence” seems to be the 
message from investors, especially those that are not used 
to making African investments.  Investors spend more time 
on pre-investment due diligence than they might do with a 
European / US / Asian fund proposition, perhaps because 
of the lack of familiarity with the geography, the deals 
and the team executives, as well as needing to “sell” the 
investment to their own investment committee.  

�� Structure:  Jersey, Guernsey, Cayman and Mauritian 
limited partnerships are frequently used for African 
funds.  These structures are familiar to most institutional 
and DFI investors, which means that the legal due 
diligence, negotiation and closing process is usually no 
more complex than making an investment in a standard 
European / US / Asian fund.  

�� Deal flow:  concern has been expressed about the volume 
of recent fundraising in contrast to the number, size and 
quality of African deals available.  Competition from global 
funds is also a potential threat to locally based managers.  
African funds are swift to downplay this concern and 
highlight the breadth and depth of local opportunities for 
funds which have proper local teams and deep seated 
local knowledge.  

�� Currency risk: many African funds will be denominated 
in US Dollars, Euros or Pounds Sterling with the deals 
being done in the same currency to limit currency risk.  
Fund documentation will also usually permit the manager 
to invest in currency, currency futures, currency options or 
other instruments with a view to hedging investments if 
required.  
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�� Exit routes: with African capital markets, including stock 
exchanges, in their infancy in many African countries, 
the exit routes available are more limited than in Europe 
or the US.  This is gradually changing, with more stock 
exchanges opening which will facilitate private equity 
exits and dual listings.  In addition, with some of the larger, 
global houses focusing on African opportunities (for 
example, KKR and Carlyle), the potential for secondary 
sales is heightened.  
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This note is intended to provide general information about some recent and anticipated developments which may be of interest.  
It is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide any specific legal advice and should not be acted or relied upon as doing so. Professional advice appropriate to the specific situation should always be obtained.

Macfarlanes llP is a limited liability partnership registered in England with number oC334406. Its registered office and principal place of business are at 20 Cursitor Street, london EC4A 1lT.  
The firm is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, but is able in certain circumstances to offer a limited range of investment services to clients because it is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.   

It can provide these investment services if they are an incidental part of the professional services it has been engaged to provide.  © Macfarlanes  2015

Recent examples of our work include advising: 

African Sun limited on its 
management agreements with 
legacy Hotels and Resorts for 
five luxury hotels in Zimbabwe, 
including The Kingdom at 
victoria Falls, Elephant Hills, 
Troutbeck Resort, Hwange 
Safari lodges and Monomotapa 
Hotel.

Heineken on its joint venture 
with CFAo, under the name 
of Brassivoire, to brew and 
distribute beer in Côte d’Ivoire.

A Chinese minerals company 
in relation to banking aspects 
for its South African mining 
subsidiary.
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Macfarlanes has extensive experience in Africa, having advised 
on transactions in more than 30 countries across a range of 
sectors and a number of disciplines including: 

�� public and private M&A; 

�� joint ventures; 

�� project finance; 

�� private equity; 

�� litigation and dispute resolution; 

�� commercial contracts;  

�� finance;

�� investment management; and

�� derivatives and trading.

For further information regarding our Africa experience please 
contact one of the authors or:


